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Abstracts
Some rather radical modifications are here suggested in our objectives for and,
hence, our derived designs for resources inventories. lnventories would still be specific to a particular population and based on sampling, but they would be more general information-gathering enterprises than we have traditionally taken inventories
(for total estimates of current stock) to be. Carron ( 1974) and Cunia ( 1974) indicated how the scope and design of inventories have changed; here, however, we are
suggesting even more and accelerated change to build on what we know from theory and experience and on our changing needs for information.

Kontinuität der Waldinventuren
Für Waldinventuren werden wesentliche Änderungen in der Zielsetzung und
infolgedessen in der Aufnahmemethode vorgeschlagen. 1nventuren sollen zwar nach
wie vor ein bestimmtes Waldgebiet mit Stichproben erfassen, aber sie sollten gleichzeitig auch allgemeineren Untersuchungen dienen. Carron (1974) und Cunia (1974)
haben gezeigt, wie Art und Anwendungsbereich der Inventuren bereits geändert haben; wir empfehlen eine noch stärkere und raschere Wandlung, um uns den veränderten Informationsbedürfnissen anzupassen und das zu nützen, was wir aus Theorie
und Erfahrung kennen.

lntroduction

To guide their policies and programs, local, state, regional, national and international
governmental bodies require increasingly more detailed and up-to-date information about
changes in the forest resources. Forest resources managers also require detailed assessments
of changes to guide implementation of activities on the land for which they have local responsibility. lf change isto be assessed to the desired precision in a cost-effective manner, the
inventories of the resources must have continuity. We must exploit rather than discard the
information we have about the past situation and use it to improve our estimates of the present and future situation.
A framework is discussed for guiding designers of both local resources management inventories and large multi-purpose national inventories. Some of their peculiar features that
require continuity of inventory are treated. The concept of sampling on successive occasions
with partial replacement is discussed with respect to continuity in forest inventory.
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Designing lnventory Systems for Resources Management:
Objectives, Criteria, Alternatives
1n considering land-use planning or resources management decision problems and the
information needed (as defined by Stoltenberg, Ware et al., 1970, and Ware and Hughes,
1974), one thinks of an overall information system. This includes data gathering, data-bank
construction, data or information retrieval, hand ling and updating, and various analysis subsystems to answer complex questions. Here the concern is mainly with the information gathering activities, i.e., with designing systems to provide a continuous stream of relevant information about resources.
Information gathering is an integral and regular part of the forest resource manager's
function. The manager's objective with respect to · information gathering subsystems is to
provide, in the most cost-effective way, estimates tobe used in solving management decision
problems. At this level, where he is making decisions about how to gather the information,
h is objective translates to either:

1. Provide the estimate with specified precision at minimum cost.
2. Provide the estimate with maximum precision at specified expenditure.
The manager decides what to estimate and what precision is required on the basis of the use
of the estimate in the management decisions; hence, on the basis of the expected costs and
lasses resulting from various degrees of reliability.
lt seems usually preferable to take the objective of minimizing cost required to achieve
a specified precision rather than maximizing precision for specified budget. In directly specifying required precision we are one logical step closer in working our way backward from the
use of the information in management decision, and we are not required to begin directly by
specifying budget size. The task of rationally specifying how much should be budgeted depends on the cost of, and the precision required to control the probability of, wrang decisicins, and is an order of magnitude more logically difficult.

The lnventory Designers Problem
There are three major aspects to the inventory designer's decision problem:
1. Deciding on observations Yi, X 1i, X 2 i, ... , that will be cost effective in enabling esti-

mation with the desired properties. [The quantities X1 , X2 , etc. are concomitant variables
to be used to control selection (e. g., via stratification or arbitrary probability) or from wh ich
to estimate the variable of interest Y, indirectly.]
2. Deciding on a selection rule (including definition of populations, sampling unit, frame)
that will give a sample of n sampling units from the N units in the population in a cost-effective way to yield an estimate with desired properties.
3. Deciding on an estimator (a function of the sample observations) that will be costeffective in yielding, from the observations on the sample selected, estimates with the desired
properties.
1nventory designers have an array of alternatives with respect to observations, to sampling rule, ar.id to estimator. Hence the number of alternative systems combining all three
aspects in various ways is very large. No one combination is everywhere "best" even for inventory of one resource.
The cost-effectiveness criterion applied within the management decision framework for
considering explicity the use of the information, indicates how inventory designer's acting in
proxy for managers may usefully view the alternatives in sampling design.
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Determining Management Response Trajectory
Traditionally, the main objective of resource inventory has been stock taking, i. e., determination of current resource level. And, in any standard textbook on sampling theory
and methods the emphasis is on estimating current means and totals, i.e., on enumerative objectives.
Resource inventory information, however, is usually required to satisfy much broader
objectives. Careful specification of the resources management decision problems will usually
indicate that what is really needed is to estimate the output response to alternative management inputs (including current resource levels as inputs). 1n the formalization we have described, one .decides what kinds and levels of managerial input to choose by applying an optimality criterion to a function of the output response that is predicted for each set of alternative inputs. Hence, to decide rationally, one must predict the management response trajectories before deciding. Therefore, to support rational decisions, regular monitoring and feedback is required to indicate where the resources system is with respect to both the predicted
and desired trajectories, and what changes in managerial input will cause the system to tend
toward the desired trajectory .
The objective of such resources inventory is thus seen to be analysis rather than estimation of current state. The literature on statistical sampling methods includes very little about
surveys for analytical purposes, or "as a basis for action". Deming ( 1975) has, however, given
a summary of some of the distinctions between enumerative and analytic studies (experiments as well as sample surveys) . What is needed is an analytical information system that
serves monitoring and feedback functions, and assesses the state of the production trajectory, managerial and natural inputs, activity schedules and resource capabilities as weil as
current stock. The inventory system must provide not just a prediction of change but must
make possible the "explanation" of changes that have taken place in response to inputs so
that, through feedback, appropriate adjustments can be made in input mix.
To give more explicit meaning, let us consider as an example the case of timber production in the southern pine region of the southeastern United States. This region is characterized by intensive silvicultural treatments, high capital investments, rapid timber growth and
evolutionary production technology. Forest regulation is by an admixture of area-volume
regulation, with little emphasis put on rotation age but rather on scheduling individual
stands for harvest and regeneration on the basis of economic optimality criteria with constraints set to dampen irregularities in flow . Natural stands are rapidly being converted to
site-prepared plantations, often with changes in species and genotype.
What kind of inventory-system design and analysis is needed for this situation? lt is
clear that the decision problems are very different, because of changes in production conditions, alternatives available, etc . than they were even 20 years ago. The inventory systems
being used today, however, are the traditional ones. They are not designed for determining
form of and estimating parameters for process models or the special problems of response
surface estimation; that is to say, they are not desi·gned for determining management response
trajectory.
There seems to some people to be I ittle place in modern timber (plantation) management for traditional timber inventory as practiced in the past in the U . S. (individual-tree
observations of diameter, height, etc., on I ine plots at a sampling fraction of 2 to 10 per cent,
with standard or local volume tables, etc.). Such traditional timber inventories have been useful in appraising timber lands for purchase and in originally establishing management
and regulation, but not so useful for continuing management of plantations where modern
yield tables are available.
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lf a fully adequate yield table or growth and yield function for plantations is available
and if the manager has observed the required measures of site quality, stand density (spacing),
and date of planting, then he can predict the volume expected tobe present at any time in
the life of the stand with no further observation. At most, he might need to observe changes
from the initial stand density, responses to intermediate treatments, etc. This whole process
is commonly done in the southeastern U. S. with what is called a "stand treatment diagnosis"
or some such information-gathering exercise.
lf the technology were less dynamic and if everywhere we had locally adequate growth
and yield functions, then the traditional inventory, assessing total current stock, would be
less necessary. We would, however, require more location-specific data for management prescription, control, and feedback on individual stands. lt is a more generalized concept and
design for inventory systems that encompasses all of these that we need.
What are some reasons for considering substantial modifications in our resources inventory designs and processes? We require continuity in information that is basic to management
in a context of very rapid changes in production technology. The area in natural stands, for
which general yield tables have been developed by research, is rapidly declining. (The art and
science of timber management consists of producing stands considerably different from the
natural ones started with!) Even the genotypes we work with are changing - each year we
construct new populations not previously sampled . The technology of site preparation and
cultural treatment are constantly changing and vary from one ownership to another. There
is no adequate sampling frame for the future populations to which our estimates and inference must be applied.
Consequently we conclude that even the biological production functions (e. g., growth
and yield predictors) cannot be developed with adequate generality for all locations and
times by a single research organization (as has been assumed in the past). lnstead each local
resource management organization will need to design a system to develop its own predictors and regularly to update them. These predictors and sub-models should not be just for
the biological response, but should be integrated with other sub-models for cost estimates,
physical production in whatever current outputs are, etc. The system is so dynamic and
harvest ages so short that regular monitoring of management response trajectory is essential.
Numerous other examples of need for systems to monitor forest resources management
response trajectory come readily to mind. The response of wildlife populations to climatic
conditions, habitat, food supplies and harvest regulations must be monitored on a dynamic
basis (annual at least for many species). Otherwise it is impossible to manage the habitat or
set harvest regulations (season length, bag limits, sex and species composition of bag, etc.)
that will maintain the population at the desired level, age and sex composition, etc.
Similarly, in the management of intensive recreation sites or fragile wildernes sites it is
necessary to have a monitoring system to evaluate the response of the site to use, trampling,
protection, etc., so as to decide levels of whatever inputs are under the resource manager
or land-use planner's control.
These are examples, then, of what is meant by management response trajectory, and
indicate why there is a need for inventory systems to determine such trajectories. There is
no prescription for designing such systems - systems that, at the very least, combine ordinary current stocktaking, estimation of change, estimation of process models (e. g., timber
growth and yield functions), etc. Systems designed to do this job cost-effectively will embody principles of model building from non-experimental data, multi-phase sampling on
successive occasions and sampling with arbitrary probability.
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Designing Systems for Multipurpose Regional
and National I nventories
This need to determine response trajectory exists not only for individual forest properties but also for assessing the resources situation for regions or nations. The Forest Survey
of the United States is a large-scale national inventory which has been used to provide an
analytic basis for assessing "timber trends", supply, demand, etc. Yet some of the stated
objectives for the U. S. Forest Survey. do not reflect this analytic objective, and regional
inventory designers often must compromise between nationally-stated objectives and those
assumed at other locations or levels. Presumably the situation is similar in other countries.
National forest - resou rces i nventories are i nformat ion gatheri ng and data-analysis systems for the highest levels of policy and decision in the national governments. They may
also serve regional, state and local decision makers with widely differing decision problems.
A major use of the information from such inventories is for input to national pol icy
decisions about resource management and supply programs, production goals for public
lands, need for production incentive programs for private landowners, etc. This means that
the estimation of change and national management response trajectories is a major goal.
The sampling and estimation principles applied for large-scale inventories with broad
objectives are widely useful, but details of the application necessarily differ from those for
local resources management and this may discourage resource managers at the forest level
from adopting some of the design features worked out for national inventories. Evidently
this accounts for the reluctance of some sample designers to use more advanced ideas such
as sampling with partial replacement or sampling with arbitrary probability in local resource
inventories.
A second example concerns data analysis and estimation. Much is regularly spent in the
U. S. on developing computer programs to summarize inventory data in local one-time applications while a powerful general system, FI NSYS, was developed by the national U. S. Forest
Survey and has been available free for some time (Peters and Wilson, 1967; Frayer, et al.,
1968). This system contains sub-routines to analyze data selected in the most complex sampling designs and recorded in any convenient data format. Yet we still see development work
on tally-sheet and card layout, standard codes, and even special computer programs to analyze the simplest systematic line-plot inventory.
The mensurational experience, design expertise, and potential for mutual cooperation
in integrating regional and national inventory with local land-use planning inventories, and
even management inventories on large acreages such as industrial holdings, is too little exploited. And the continuity requirement is not only one of the most evident features of all
the potential users, but the sharing of experience data and even of a central set of sampling
units to be locally augmented could greatly increase efficiency in planning and estimation.

Sampling with Partial Replacement on Successive Occasions
The need for assessing management response trajectory over time has been emphasized
here. Another way of saying this is that we need a recurrent inventory to assess the state of
the resource system on successive occasions in such a way as to give continuity to the information flowing to managers. This leads us to consider then any unique aspects of recurrent
sampling on successive occasions, and to the idea of sampling with partial replacement on
successive occasions.
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In sampling with partial replacement the main idea is not (as some believe) to discard,
at the second occasion, some of the already established and otherwise permanent sampling
units simply because it may be more costly to remeasure them than to establish new temporary units. Rather, the idea is to design a flexible system that permits exploitation, as a concomitant variable, of the observation taken on a sampling unit at an occasion previous to the
one for which the estimate is made. Permanent (tobe remeasured) units permit either indirect estimation via double sampling with a regression estimator based on the relationship between what is observed at the end of a period and what was there at the previous time, or
they permit one to control the probability of selection of the remeasured sample via the procedures for selection with probability proportional to a measure of size. (The sample from
the first occasion provides a complete "!ist" of plots, Bitterlich points, or individual trees for
subsampling on the second occasion. Note, however, that some evidently have overlooked
this important point and have advocated or used 3-P sampling, which is necessary only when
no "list" can be obtained.)
The optimum replacement scheme depends on the information needs in the decision
problem, and the objectives (precision specified in estimates of current stock, change, etc.)
for the inventory, on the nature of the population, on the costs, etc. Cost-effectiveness and
precision analysis may indicate the optimum design to have any fraction between O and 1.0
of the units permanent and remeasured, with the remaining fraction temporary. Although
the alternatives include:
1) some sampling units remeasured, some temporary
2) all remeasured, no temporary
3) no remeasured, all temporary
it is most common to see either allocation 2) or 3) chosen a priori. The basic idea in sampling
with partial replacement is not to enter the design phase with a decision already made for
either an allocation of all remeasured or all temporary. Rather one should determine by analysis for the specific information gathering and design problem what allocation is most costeffective in satisfying the objectives. As always, analysis is required for rational choice. lt is
not professionally or scientifically responsible simply to opt for the status quo because it is
included among the alternatives, 1), 2), and 3).

Observations on Sample Survey lnventories, Growth
and Yield Studies, etc.
Because of the great importance and the difficulty of designing inventory systems for
continuity of information so that managerial response trajectory may be monitored, and because of our traditional views about growth and yield projection for managed stands, it is
desirable to relate some of these ideas to those expressed by others in these I U F RO proceedings.
Stage, in his paper "Forest inventory data and construction of growth models ", contrasts inventory (in the traditional sense) survey plots with experimental plots as a basis for
growth models. Stage mentions the advantages of inventory basis as (a) providing a wide
coverage of the target population (!arge sample, etc.) and (b) assuring that the growth models are based on the same definitions and standards for observed variables as in the inventory,
so that there is ease compatibility in application. Against this, the advantages of an experimental basis (compared to data from continuous forest inventory successive samples) are (a)
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an independent basis for feedback control and monitoring because of independent sampling,
and (b) better error control (smaller statistical errors of estimate) in estimates of parameters
in the models because of "careful screening of the experimental plots for uniformity of age
and stocking and freedom from disease and insect damage". Stage concludes that growth
data from inventory can be useful if properly integrated with information from independent
experimental treatments.
lf we give to inventory a more general definition and objective (as I have tried to do
here), however, and if we consider the idea of sampling on successive occasions with partial
replacement with appropriate selection rules and estimation procedures, then it should be
possible to gain both the advantages of the inventory data basis and most of those of the experimental basis. This would be so, for example, if we selected our subsample from which to
estimate the relationships between occasions (i.e. our "growth model") using arbitrary probability in appropriate fashion with control on age, stocking, etc. And then suppose we also
selected new independent temporary plots on each occasion to overcome some of the effects
Stage cites of dependency in fully matched samples. We would then come closer to a sampling design of the kind I have proposed as one designed to monitor management response
trajectory and to provide continuity of information for management decision (including
process models for evaluating alternative management strategies). We could even formal ly
consider a joint optimization covering the process-modeling and the current-stock-estimating
phases.
One ward of caution has been raised by Carron about the possibility that in combining
inventory and experimental basis we may cause invalid inference for both. lt would be easy,
particularly if silvicultural treatments are to be imposed, to make the sample invalid for inventory purposes, and conversely the experiment invalid for experimental inference. Care
and special attention to design and sampling principles is absolutely necessary.
Nyyssönen, in his paper, "Practices and trends in inventories of temperate forests", has
addressed the problem of "satisfying the need of standwise information and unbiased information for overall control in management plan inventories", i.e., the problem of locationspecific as contrasted to aggregate data needs. He said, "Since the sampling is primarily concerned with the forest as a whole, practically no information can be given by stands. However, ... unit-area inventories are necessary. For this reason, it is likely that relative dependence upon unit area analysis will increase, and that upon sampling systems to decrease". (In
this he cites Davis' forest management text from the U.S.)
He suggested wider consideration be given to observing concomitants required for management by area (e.g., stand density, age, site quality, present volume, species or type, etc.).
He also alluded to changing relationships of volume, biomass growth and yield response to
timber management and similar relationships for resource systems other than timber. And
he has asked for emphasis on continuity not only across time but also across resources (integrated, cross-functional). Nyyssönen also emphasized the need for revisions of the objectives
of forest inventory, with reference to the implications of multivariate decision-making, and
also for closer linkage to decision-making itself. As a second item, he mentions need to inventory all of the fiber in trees; and not just wood, but other outputs from forest resources
system.
In all of this Nyyssönen and the present author have fully agreed. We have converged
from different viewpoints to the same conclusions about what is needed. Rather than for our
dependence on sampling systems to decrease, however, (which was cited as the tendency) it
would seem better to change our sampling systems to make them more comprehensive and
efficient for the broader modern objectives. Let us eschew our outmoded systems rather
than to abandon the concept of sampling, which certainly can be used to good advantage
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along with location-specific land classification, mapping, unit-area inventories, etc. We should
not throw out the baby with the bath water.
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